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About This Game

Borealis is a Zen game focused on measured motion and planning, rather than swift action.

The goal is simple: don't get hit. You have no weapons to fight back though 5d3b920ae0
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Borealis really deserves its name as I was properly bored playing it. Admittedly the game warns you about the slow pace:
"Borealis is a Zen game". But that is not an excuse for the lack of content or creativity. The whole game can be summed up in 4
words: Dots chasing a dot. There really is nothing more to it. Just dots with altering movement patterns and colors chasing your
cursor. Why does it have to be so darn generic? Why isn't there something more interesting than a dot chasing you. Or maybe at
least different shapes? Or different sizes? Some people compliment the soundtrack, but honestly most of the time there is no
soundtrack at all, just single notes whenever objects collide and a single chord repeated over and over again. That is not a
soundtrack just tunes. I hate giving a negative review, but unfortunately it is uninteresting and uninspired. (And I only wrote this
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review because Borealis gave me the time. It's running in the background right now, as I wait for the current area to finish so I
can get to the next one. There is no way to skip it or to select an area in the first place.). i could poop out a better game. Fun for
few minutes only, but whatever, you should try.. Nah not a game for me all you have to do is move a dot around to avoid hitting
the lines. This has been done before by many free games and they are better to me. Also the music is not relaxing its more
annoying to me. I am just gonna play it to drop cards to sell.. what is thisssss. This game is relaxing, yes, but a warm bath is even
more so. This game, unlike a warm bath, gets boring within 30 minutes. People are different, yes, but that's my guess. Lil' Sucky
Gameplay to go with the review.. I got this game from the Groupees "Give Back" bundle for free, and was pleasantly surprised
with the gameplay. If you like music generation, smooth/slower bullet hell-style gameplay (lots of dodging), and challenging
gameplay against nice backdrops, you will enjoy this game. The aesthetics are simple but nice - different-colored tracers fly
toward you in varying patterns, all with changing backgrounds that are serene and minimalistic. The sounds and music are great
- different sounds occur whenever you get the projectiles to hit each other. The controls are very easy and simple - you just
move around with your mouse. One thing to now, however, is that the your cursor speed is purposely slow, as the game
encourages you to relax and use smooth versus frantic movements. Since I use extreme sensitivity on my mouse, it was a bit of a
change having to actually move my mouse across the entirety of my mouse pad (my sensitivity + acceleration is so high I just
have to flick my wrist to cover any area of my screen). The learning curve is pretty minimal, as you only have to dodge the end
points of projectiles (you can cross over any other part of the projectile). The patterns in the different levels keeps the game
challenging, refreshing, and fun. I've enjoyed playing this game quite a bit. There are 3 game modes: survival (game over after
getting hit), score attack (3 lives), and endless (it literally goes on forever). BE WARNED: there is no menu/options, and if you
accidentally press ESC at any point during gameplay, it will take you to the main menu and you must start all over again. If you
are interested in this type of gameplay, you will enjoy Borealis.. it's so bad i didn't even bother playing. Support for touch screen
laptops and computer monitors please!! Other than that good game.. This is that game which you're searching when u need to
calm down.
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